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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS IN TEN MONTHS OF 2017

In the first ten months of 2017, FPT’s revenue and profits indicators all showed the double digit growth. Consolidated revenue was VND 34,966 billion, up 10% YoY. Profit before tax (PBT) was VND 2,645 billion, increasing by 14% YoY. Profit after tax (PAT) was VND 2,226 billion, up 11% YoY.

Year-to-date PAT attributable to parent company’s shareholders was VND 1,725 billion, up 13% YoY. Year-to-date EPS was VND 3,255 in the ten-month period, up 12% YoY.

FPT’s earnings growth in ten-month period continued to be driven by the two core business sectors including Technology and Telecom, which accounted for 72% of the consolidated PBT of the group. Specifically, the Technology and Telecom sectors’ profit before tax were up 12% and 8% YoY, respectively.

FPT’s overseas markets recorded revenue of VND 5,473 billion, up 16% YoY, and PBT of VND 850 billion, up 19% YoY, accounting for one-third of the consolidated PBT.

SUMMARY OF NOTABLE EVENTS

GLOBALIZATION

- **FPT Software join 'Beyond Blockchain Technical Program':** On October 25, FPT Japan officially joined the "Beyond Blockchain Technical Program" by SBI Holdings and SBI Ripple Asia (its subsidiary specializing in new generation payment platform in Asia).

PROJECTS

- **Another leading hospital applies FPT.eHospital:** FPT IS just signed a contract to implement FPT.eHospital - a comprehensive hospital management system with Thuan Viet Joint Stock Company - the main contractor of Ho Chi Minh City Oncology Hospital base 2 project. Accordingly, the system will be implemented within 8 months.

- **FPT Software and NHG work together to implement ERP Dynamics 365 on Cloud:** On November 3, FPT Software signed a cooperation agreement with Nguyen Hoang Group (NHG) to deploy ERP Dynamics 365 on Cloud.

- **FPT partners with UTC to develop intelligent transportation solutions:** On October 27, FPT Corporation and University of Transport and Communications (UTC) signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on training, technology research and transfer. The event marks a new milestone in the co-operation in high-quality human resources training, technology research and transfer in the transportation sector to catch up with the 4.0 industrial revolution wave.
✓ FPT to ‘digitalize’ PVEP’s operation: FPT and PetroVietnam Exploration Production Corporation (PVEP) signed an agreement on research and development for new technologies in oil exploration and exploitation on October 17.

AWARDS

✓ FPT IS achieved PCoE certification 4 times in a row: FPT IS achieved Partner Center of Expertise (PCoE) certification from SAP after meeting the stringent requirements and implementing a series of large ERP projects in Vietnam. FPT IS has achieved PCoE certification 4 times in a row. The company was awarded the PCoE certification for the first time in 2011.

✓ FPT’s member companies among Vietnam’s 50 Leading IT Companies 2017: The Vietnam Software and IT Services Association (VINASA) announced the list of Vietnam’s 50 Leading IT Companies 2017 on October 19. Some of these firms are taking the lead in the IT sector such as FPT Software, FPT IS, TMA, MISA etc.

✓ FPT has become one of the most profitable companies in 2017: On 17 October, Vietnam Report JSC along with Vietnamnet announced Profit500 – The ranking top 500 companies by profitability in 2017. According to this ranking, FPT is in Top 10 most profitable companies in 2017.

TECHNOLOGY

✓ MIC Vice president of Japan experiences inside autonomous car by FPT: On the occasion of the APEC Week in Da Nang, Mr. Masahiko Tominaga, Vice-Minister for Internal Affairs and Communications, Japan, paid a working visit to FPT Software Danang at FPT Complex on November 10. During this visit, Mr. Masahiko Tominaga experienced the autonomous car developed by FPT.

✓ FPT officially launches digital race 2017-2018: FPT officially launched the technology contest the “Digital Race 2017 – 2018” with the theme of self-driving cars on October 26. The contest is open to all university students nationwide with the total award amount of up to VND 4 billion. The winning team will receive a total prize of VND450 million, including a one-week trip to Japan to experience and learn about new technology, and will be directly recruited by FPT Software.

✓ iBus to compete in the finale of ASEAN ICT Awards: iBus - the Information, Management and Operation of Public Transport by Bus System will compete with other international products in the finale of ASEAN ICT Awards (AICTA).

EDUCATION

✓ Sultan of Brunei visits FPT UBD Global Centre: On November 10, on the occasion of his trip to Vietnam to attend the APEC 2017, Sultan of Brunei Haji Hassanal Bolkiah Mu’izzaddin Waddaulah made a visit to FPT UBD Global Centre - an English Center founded under the cooperation between University Brunei Darussalam (UBD) with FPT
University. He also expressed his expectation that the center will become a hallmark of cooperation between the two countries.

- **FSB launches FBiz Business Community**: On November 4 in HCMC, FPT School of Business (under FPT Education) organized the launching ceremony of the FBiz Business Community and a workshop titled "Digital Transformation Era - Opportunity for breakthroughs for Vietnamese enterprises" hosted by FPT Chairman Truong Gia Binh.

- **FPT, VNU-UET and UTS cooperate in doctoral training**: On October 31, FPT, VNU University of Engineering and Technology (VNU-UET) and University of Technology Sydney (UTS) officially signed a cooperation agreement on training high quality human resources in technology.